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C H A P T E R

15 Cosmology28

Edmund Bertschinger & Edwin F. Taylor *

Some say the world will end in fire,29

Some say in ice.30

From what I’ve tasted of desire31

I hold with those who favor fire.32

But if it had to perish twice,33

I think I know enough of hate34

To say that for destruction ice35

Is also great36

And would suffice.37

—Robert Frost, “Fire and Ice”38

15.1 CURRENT COSMOLOGY39

Summary of current cosmology.40

Will the Universe end at all? If it ends, will it end in fire: a high-temperature41

Big Crunch? Or will it end in ice: the relentless separation of galaxies that42

drift out of view for our freezing descendents? Both the poet and the citizen43

are interested in these questions.44

Cosmology is the study of the content, structure, and development of the45

Universe. We live in a golden age of astrophysics and cosmology: Observations46

pour down from satellites above Earth’s atmosphere that scan theOur golden age
of cosmology

47

electromagnetic spectrum—from microwaves through gamma rays. These48

observations combine with ground-based observations in the visible and radio49

portions of the spectrum to yield a flood of images and data that fuel advances50

in theory and arouse public interest. For the first time in human history, data51

and testable models inform our view of the Universe almost all the way back52

to its beginning. We run these models forward to evaluate alternative53

predictions of our distant future.54

Box 1 summarizes briefly the development of those parts of the Universe55

that we see. In recent decades we have been surprised by the observation that56
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Box 1. Fantasy: Present at the Creation

Want to create a fantasy? Immerse yourself in the expanding
“quark soup” created at the Big Bang. This quark soup is so
hot that nothing we observe today can survive: not an atom,
not a nucleus, not even a proton or neutron—and certainly
not you! Ignore this impossibility and take a look around.

Components of the quark soup move away from one another
at many times the speed of light. How can this be? The speed
limit of light is measured in spacetime, but spacetime itself
expands after the Big Bang. No limit on that speed!

Where are you located? Then and now every observer thinks
s/he is at the center of the Universe. So the early Universe
inflates in all directions away from you.

The temperature of the fireball drops; the ambient energy of
the soup goes down. Quarks begin to “freeze out” (condense)
into elementary particles such as protons and neutrons. Later
a few protons and neutrons freeze out into the deuteron
the proton-neutron nucleus of heavy hydrogen; still later a
relatively small number of helium nuclei form (two protons
and one neutron). Anti-protons and anti-neutrons are created
too; they annihilate with protons and neutrons, respectively,
to emit gamma rays. (Why are there more protons than anti-
protons in our current Universe? We do not know!)

The state of the fireball—free electrons in a soup of high-
speed protons, heavy hydrogen and helium nuclei—is an
example of a plasma. The plasma fireball is still opaque
to light, because a photon cannot move freely through it;
free electrons absorb photons, then re-emit them in random
directions.

About 300,000 years after the Big Bang, the temperature
drops to the point that electrons cascade down the energy
levels of hydrogen, deuterium, and helium to form atoms.

At this moment the Universe “suddenly” (during a few tens of
thousands of years on your wristwatch) becomes transparent,
which releases light to move freely.

From your point of view—still at your own “center of
the Universe”—the surrounding Universe does not become
transparent instantaneously; light from a distant source still
reaches you after some lapse in t. Instead you see the wall of
plasma moving away from you at the speed of light. How can
plasma move with light speed? The plasma wall is moving
through the plasma, which is riding at rest in expanding
spacetime. The ”wall of plasma” is not a thing; at sequential
instants you see light emitted sequentially from electrons
farther and farther from you as these electrons drop into
nuclei to form neutral atoms.

As the firewall recedes from you, you see it cooling down.
Why? Because atoms in the firewall are moving away from
you; the farther the light has to travel to you, the faster
the emitting atoms moved when they emitted the light that
you see now. Greater time on your wristwatch means longer
wavelength (lower frequency) of the background radiation
surrounding you.

Fast forward to the present. Looking outward in any direction,
you still see the firewall receding from you as it passes
through the recombining plasma at the speed of light, but now
Doppler down-shifted in temperature to 2.725 degrees Kelvin
in your location. Welcome to our current Universe!

only about four percent of the Universe is visible to us. Rotation and relative57

motion of galaxies, along with expansion of the Universe itself, appear to show58

that 23 percent of our Universe consists of dark matter that interacts with59

visible matter only through gravitation. Moreover, the present UniverseDark matter
and dark energy

60

appears to be increasing its rate of expansion due to a so-far mysterious dark61

energy that composes 73 percent of the Universe. If current cosmological62

models are correct, the accelerating expansion will continue indefinitely. The63

present chapter further analyzes this apparently crazy prediction.64

Major goals of current astrophysics research are (1) to find more accurate65

values of quantities that make up the Universe as a whole, (2) to explore the66

nature of dark matter, which evidently accounts for about 23 percent of theStudy constituents
of the Universe

67

mass-energy in the Universe, and (3) to explore the nature of dark energy,68

which makes up about 73 percent. Everything we are made of and can see and69

touch accounts for only four percent of the mass of the Universe. This consists70
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of protons and neutrons in the form of atoms and their associated71

electrons—called baryonic matter because its nuclei are made of protons72

and neutrons, which are called baryons.73

In this chapter we continue to apply Einstein’s general relativity theory to74

cosmological models. It is possible that Einstein’s theory fails over the vastEinstein’s general
relativity fail?

75

cosmological distances of the Universe and during its extended lifetime. If so,76

dark matter and dark energy may turn out to be fictions of this outmoded77

theory. But so far Einstein’s theory has not failed a clear test of its78

correctness. Therefore we continue to use it as the theoretical structure for our79

rapidly-developing story about the history, present state, and future of the80

Universe.81

15.2 FRIEDMANN-ROBERTSON-WALKER (FRW) MODEL OF THE UNIVERSE82

Einstein’s equations tell us how the Universe develops in t.83

Chapter 14 introduced the Robertson-Walker metric, expressed in co-moving84

coordinates χ and φ, and the set of functions S(χ) that embody the curvature85

of spacetime. We assumed this spacetime curvature to be uniform—on86

average—throughout the Universe. The Robertson-Walker metric contains the87

undetermined t-dependent R(t) and cannot provide a cosmological model untilHow does R(t)
vary with t?

88

we know how R(t) develops with t. Our task in the present chapter is to find89

an equation for R(t) and to use it to describe the past history and to evaluate90

possible alternative futures of the Universe. In order to simplify the algebra91

that follows, we introduce a dimensionless scale factor a(t) equal to theAnswer with
scale factor a(t).

92

function R(t) at any t divided by its value R(t0) at present, t0:93

a(t) ≡ R(t)

R(t0)
(scale factor: t0 ≡ now on Earth) (1)

In 1922 Alexander Alexandrovich Friedmann combined the94

Robertson-Walker metric with Einstein’s field equations to obtain what weFriedmann equation 95

now call the Friedmann equation, which relates the rate of change of the96

scale factor to the total mass-energy density ρtot, assumed to be uniform on97

average, throughout the Universe. Even though uniform in space, the98

mass-energy density is a function of the t-coordinate, ρtot(t). The resulting99

model of the Universe is called the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker modelFRW cosmology 100

or simply the FRW cosmology. The Friedmann equation is:101

H2(t) ≡

[
Ṙ(t)

R(t)

]2

≡ ȧ2(t)

a2(t)
=

8πρtot(t)

3
− K

a2(t)
(Friedmann equation) (2)

102

where K is the constant parameter in the Robertson-Walker space metric of103

Chapter 14, with the values K > 0, K = 0, or K < 0 for a closed, flat, or open104

Universe, respectively. A dot over a symbol indicates a derivative with respect105

to the t-coordinate, in this case the t-coordinate read directly on the106
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wristwatches of co-moving galaxies. In the present chapter we describe the107

different constituents that add up to the total ρtot(t).108

The Friedmann equation (2) also contains a definition of the HubbleHubble parameter
H(t) varies with t.

109

parameter H(t), introduced in Chapter 14. The Hubble parameter changes as110

the scale factor a(t) evolves with t. Remember: When you see H, it means111

H(t). In this chapter we almost always use the value of H at the present t0112

and give it the symbol H0.H(t0) ≡ H0 is
its value now

113

H0 ≡ H(t0) (Hubble parameter, now on Earth) (3)

Comment 1. An aside on units114

In the Friedmann equation (2), R, t, and mass are all measured in meters; a(t)115

is dimensionless, its t-derivative ȧ(t) has the unit meter−1, and density ρtot has116

the units of (meters of mass)/meter3 = meter−2. If you choose to express117

everything in conventional units, such as mass in kilograms, then the Friedmann118

equation becomes (using conversion factors inside the front cover):119

H2(t) ≡ ȧ2(t)

a2(t)
=

8πG

3
ρtot(t) −

Kc2

a2(t)
(4)

(Friedmann equation, conventional units)

For simplicity we use equation (2) in what follows.120

Write equation (2) in a form that shows how expansion (that stretches121

space, described by H) fights with density (that curves spacetime due to ρtot)122

to determine the value of K.123

K = a2(t)

[
8π

3
ρtot(t)−H2(t)

]
(5)

A large density ρtot in (5) tends to increase the value of K, increasing positive124

curvature of the Universe. In contrast, a large expansion rate H tends to lowerEinstein links
geometry with
energy.

125

the value of K, decreasing the positive curvature of the Universe. In all cases,126

ρtot(t) and H(t) vary together so as to make K independent of t. This127

remarkable coincidence reflects the local conservation of energy: (Ha)2 is128

proportional to the “kinetic energy” of a co-moving object in an expanding129

Universe, while the term proportional to density in equation (5) is130

proportional to minus the “gravitational potential energy” of that object.131

Thus the Einstein field equations link geometry and energy.132

We need a benchmark value for the density ρtot, something with which to133

compare observed values. A useful reference density is the critical density134

ρcrit(t), which is the total density for which spacetime is flat, a conditionCritical density
ρcrit yields
flat spacetime

135

described by the value K = 0. For densities greater than the critical density136

(ρtot > ρcrit) the Universe has a closed geometry (K > 0). For densities less137

than the critical density (ρtot < ρcrit) the Universe has an open geometry138

(K < 0). The Friedmann equation (2) shows that the Hubble parameter H is a139

function of t. Therefore the critical density also changes with t. We define the140

critical density now as ρcrit, 0, determined by the Hubble constant H0, the141
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present value of the Hubble parameter. Substitute this value and K = 0 into142

the Friedmann equation (2) to obtain:143

ρcrit, 0 ≡
3H2

0

8π
(critical density for flat spacetime, now on Earth) (6)

The ratio of total density to critical density (for flat spacetime) now on144

Earth is a parameter used widely in cosmology. We give this parameter the145

Greek symbol capital omega, Ω:146

Ωtot, 0 ≡
ρtot(t0)

ρcrit, 0
(7)

Throughout this chapter, we retain the subscript zero as a reminder that we147

mean the density measured now relative to the critical value now on Earth.148

Combining equations (5), (6), and (7) now (when a(t0) ≡ 1) gives a simple149

relation between the curvature parameter K and density parameter Ωtot, 0:150

K = H2
0 (Ωtot, 0 − 1) (now on Earth) (8)

151

QUERY 1. Value of the critical density now on Earth152

A. Estimate the numerical value of the critical density in equation (6) in units of (meters of153

mass)/meter3 = meter−2. For the value of H0 see equation (28) and equations later in this154

chapter. 155

B. Express your estimate of the value of the critical density in kilograms per cubic meter.156

C. Express your estimate of the value of the critical density as a fraction of the density of water157

(one gram per cubic centimeter).158

D. Express your estimate of the value of the critical density in units of hydrogen atoms (effectively,159

protons) per cubic meter.160

161

The Friedmann equation (2) relates the rate of change of the scale factor162

a(t) to the contents of the Universe. Before we can solve this equation for a(t),163

we need to list the contributions to the total density ρtot and determine theFind t-variation
of density
components.

164

t-dependence of each. Section 15.3 catalogs the different contents of the165

Universe and describes how each of them varies with scale factor a(t). After166

further analysis, Section 15.7 returns to observations that detail estimated167

amounts of these different components.168
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15.3 CONTENTS OF THE UNIVERSE I: HOW DENSITY COMPONENTS VARY WITH169

SCALE FACTOR a(t)170

Matter, radiation, and dark energy.171

The Friedmann-Robertson-Walker model of the Universe has been widely172

accepted for 40 years, but recent observations have significantly modified our173

picture of the contents of the Universe. Such is the excitement of being at the174

research edge of so large a subject.175

We group the contents of the Universe into three broad categories: matter,Universe composed
of matter, radiation,
and dark energy.

176

radiation, and dark energy. Each category is chosen because of the way its177

contribution to the total density changes as the Universe expands. We describe178

these changes in terms of the scale factor a(t), leaving until later (Section179

15.6) the derivation of the way this scale factor changes with t.180

Matter181

The first category we refer to as matter. By matter we mean particles or182

nonrelativistic objects with mass much greater than the mass-equivalent ofMatter: stars,
gas, neutrinos,
and dark matter.

183

their kinetic energy. Objects in this category are:184

• STARS, including white dwarfs, neutron stars, and black holes.185

• GAS, mostly hydrogen, with a smattering of other elements and dust.186

• NEUTRINOS, very light particles recently determined to have a small187

mass. Neutrinos are produced, among other ways, by the decay of free188

neutrons.189

• DARK MATTER, the non-luminous stuff, as yet unidentified, that190

makes up most of the matter in the Universe.191

Stars, interstellar gas, and dust are made of atoms. Cosmologists192

sometimes call atomic matter baryonic matter because most of the mass isStars and gas: mostly
protons & neutrons.

193

made of baryons—largely protons and neutrons. The mass of an electron is194

negligible compared to the mass of an atomic nucleus, so even though the195

electron is not technically a baryon (its technical classification: lepton), this196

distinction is unimportant when counting mass.197

Current observations lead to the estimate that luminous matter, the198

stars we can see, make up about one percent of the density of the Universe,199

with stars and gas together totaling four percent. What a surprise that all theWhat we see:
4% of Universe.

200

stars, individually and in galaxies and groups of galaxies, taken together, have201

only a minor influence on the development of the Universe! Yet observation202

forces us to this conclusion.203

Cosmic background neutrinos have not been directly detected, but theirNeutrino mass
is negligible.

204

presence is inferred from our understanding of nuclear physics in the early205

Universe. They contribute at most a small fraction of one percent to all the206

mass in the Universe.207

Dark matter is currently estimated to account for approximately 23208

percent of the mass-energy of the Universe. What is dark matter? And how do209
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we know that it contributes so large a fraction? We do not know what dark210

matter is, but from observations we infer its density and some of its properties.Dark matter
holds galaxies
together.

211

From the rotation curves of galaxies (the tangential velocities of gas as a212

function of R—Figure 5) we can derive the magnitude of gravitational forces213

needed to keep the galaxies from flying apart, and, by implication, the amount214

and distribution of matter in galaxies. The results (Section 15.8) show that215

luminous matter in a galaxy, which of course is all that we can observe directly,216

typically provides only a few percent of the mass required to bind the galaxy217

together. Dark matter was originally postulated in the 1970s to complete the218

total needed to hold each galaxy together as it rotates. Observations on the219

dynamics of galaxy clusters—first made in the 1930s and greatly refined in the220

1980s and 1990s—provide further evidence for the presence of dark matter.221

The energy density nE of a gas of particles (whether particles of baryonic222

matter or dark matter) is the number density n of the particles times the223

energy E per particle. For nonrelativistic matter, the energy per particle is224

well approximated by its mass m, so the energy density of matter becomes225

ρmat = nm. The mass of the particle is a constant (independent of theEnergy density
of matter
varies as a(t)−3.

226

expansion of the Universe). However, the number density n, the number of227

particles per unit volume, drops as the volume increases, varying with the228

scale factor as a−3(t), since volume is proportional to the cube of the linear229

dimension. By the definition in equation (1), the scale factor a(t) has the value230

unity at the present age of the Universe t0. Call ρmat, 0 the value of the energy231

density of matter now. Then at any t we predict:232

ρmat(t) = ρmat, 0 a
−3(t) (9)

Equation (9) tells us that if we know the matter density today and the scale233

factor a(t) as a function of t, we can determine the value of the energy density234

of matter at any other t, past or future. (Thus far we still have not found the235

t-dependence of a(t).)236

Radiation237

Particles whose mass is much less than their energy earn the name radiation.238

Today the category radiation consists almost exclusively of photons. At muchRadiation:
mass much less
than energy.

239

earlier times, neutrinos—relativistic particles with kinetic energy much greater240

than their mass—were a significant part of the radiation component.241

At the present stage of the Universe, radiation is a whisper, but it used to242

be a shout. Shortly after the Big Bang, radiation contributed the dominant243

fraction of the mass-energy density of the Universe. In the hot ionized plasma244

of the early Universe, radiation and matter were tightly coupled: photons245

continually scattered from free electrons, so photons could not move in246

straight lines and escape. About 300 000 years after the Big Bang, however,247

the Universe cooled to a temperature of about 3 000 K, at which electronsRecombination:
Universe becomes
transparent.

248

combined with protons to create hydrogen gas (with some helium and a trace249

amount of lithium). This period is called recombination, even though the250

stable electron-nucleus combination was taking place for the first time. At251
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recombination, the Universe became transparent to radiation, and photons252

were essentially decoupled from matter, free to stream across the Universe253

unimpeded. The cosmic microwave background radiation that we observe in all254

directions is a view of that early transition from opaque to transparent, with255

later expansion lowering our observed temperature to 2.725 degrees Kelvin. It256

is remarkable that the low-energy photons we detect as background radiation257

between the stars have been streaming freely for billions of years, not258

interacting with anything until they enter our detectors.259

The number of photons emitted by all the stars in the history of the260

Universe is tiny compared with the number of photons created in the hot BigUniverse expansion
reduces photon
energy as well as
density . . .

261

Bang. In the early Universe these photons were continually being emitted,262

absorbed, and scattered, but the number of photons remains approximately263

constant as the Universe expands. Therefore the number of photons per unit264

volume varies inversely as the scale factor cubed, or as a−3(t), just as the265

number of matter particles do. But there is an additional effect for photons.266

The equation E = hf = hc/λ connects the energy E of a photon to the267

frequency f and wavelength λ of the corresponding electromagnetic wave. The268

symbol h stands for Planck’s constant, with the value h = 6.63× 10−34
269

kilogram-meter2/second in conventional units. As this wave propagates270

through an expanding space, its wavelength increases in proportion to a(t).271

This increased wavelength is observed as the redshift of light from distant. . . so radiation
energy density
varies as a(t)−4.

272

galaxies. An increasing wavelength implies a decrease in the energy of each273

photon, an energy that varies as a−1(t). This leads to an extra (inverse) power274

of a(t) compared with that for matter in equation (9) because of the drop in275

energy of each photon as the Universe expands. Let ρrad, 0 represent the energy276

density of radiation at t0, the present age of the Universe. Then we predict277

that the radiation density obeys the equation278

ρrad(t) = ρrad, 0 a
−4(t) (10)

Dark Energy279

After matter and radiation, the remaining contribution to the contents of the280

Universe is rather bizarre stuff which we call dark energy. Dark energy is281

entirely unrelated to dark matter, the major component of matter. Dark282

energy is detected only indirectly, through its effects on cosmic expansion. ItsDark energy
composition
is unknown.

283

composition is unknown. Dark energy is the component of the total energy284

density that accounts for the observed (and surprising) current increase in the285

rate of expansion of the Universe. Observations described in Sections 15.7 and286

15.8 lead to the estimate that approximately 73 percent of the mass-energy of287

the Universe is in the form of dark energy.288

289

QUERY 2. Energy density of radiation290

The cosmic microwave background radiation has a nearly perfect blackbody spectrum with current291

temperature T0 = 2.725 K. The temperature decreases as the Universe expands (Box 1).292
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T = T0 a
−1(t) (11)

The energy density urad (energy/volume) of blackbody radiation in conventional units is given by the293

equation 294

urad =
π2

15

(kBT )4

(ch̄)3
≡ aradT

4 (12)

Here kB is the Boltzmann constant, c is the speed of light, and h̄ ≡ h/2π where h is the Planck295

constant. The quantity arad is called the radiation constant.296

A. Show that equations (11) and (12) are consistent with equation (10).297

B. Find the present value of the energy density that corresponds to the cosmic background298

radiation, in kilograms per cubic meter. (We assume that the complete equivalence of energy299

and mass is by now second nature for you.)300

C. Express your answer to part B as a fraction or multiple of the critical density, ρcrit, 0.301

D. Take the average energy of a photon in the gas of cosmic background radiation surrounding us302

to be kBT . Estimate the present-day number of photons per cubic meter. Compare your result303

with the critical mass density expressed in the number of hydrogen atoms (effectively, protons)304

per cubic meter.305

E. At what absolute temperature T will blackbody radiation energy density be equal to the value306

of the critical density ρcrit, 0 now on Earth?307

308

Dark energy is a generic term which encompasses all of the various309

possibilities for its composition. One possibility is the so-called vacuum310

energy. We often think of the vacuum as “nothing,” but that is not theDark energy =
vacuum energy?

311

picture offered by modern physics through quantum field theory, which defines312

the vacuum to be the state of lowest possible energy. As the Universe expands,313

this lowest possible vacuum energy density does not drop, but rather remains314

constant. Of what does vacuum energy consist? One can think of the vacuum315

as containing virtual particles that are continually being created and rapidly316

annihilated, according to quantum field theory. The presence of virtual317

particles is a well-known and well-tested consequence of the standard model of318

particle physics. For example, virtual particles in the surrounding vacuum319

have a small but detectable effect on the energy levels of hydrogen. Virtual320

particles surely have gravitational effects, but it has proved very difficult to321

correctly estimate the magnitude of these effects.322

Cosmological effects of vacuum energy are described using the323

cosmological constant symbolized by the capital Greek lambda, Λ. In 1917324

Einstein added this cosmological constant to his original field equations in325

order to make the Universe static, that is to keep it from collapsing from whatEinstein’s
cosmological
constant

326

he assumed must be an everlasting constant state. Einstein later removed the327

cosmological constant from the field equations when Hubble showed in 1929328
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that the Universe is expanding, but the cosmological constant continues to pop329

up in different theories of cosmology, as it does here as a possible source of330

dark energy. The presence of the cosmological constant in modern theory does331

not imply a static Universe. In the 1960s, Yakov Borisovich Zel’dovich and332

Erast B. Gliner showed that vacuum energy is equivalent to the cosmological333

constant.334

Other more complicated candidates for dark energy could lead to a335

time-dependent energy density, but there is no current consensus about these336

possibilities. A full description of dark energy may have to await the337

development of a complete theory of quantum gravity, which does not yet338

exist. In this chapter we assume that dark energy does not change with t.339

IF vacuum energy accounts for dark energy, THEN as the Universe340

expands the density of dark energy remains constant. We use the subscript ΛAssume dark
energy density
remains constant.

341

for dark energy to remind ourselves of our assumption that vacuum energy342

accounts for dark energy, and take ρΛ to be the symbol for constant dark343

energy:344

ρdark energy(t) ≡ ρΛ = constant (13)

Objection 1. Equation (13) says that the density of dark energy remains345

constant as the Universe expands. Result: Total dark energy increases as346

the Universe expands. This violates the law of conservation of energy.347

The law of conservation of energy says that total energy is conserved for348

an isolated system. But the term isolated does not apply to the Universe349

as a whole. By definition, the Universe contains all observable particles; it350

is not isolated from anything. Result: The law of conservation of energy351

does not apply to the Universe as a whole.352

Table 1 summarizes the contents of the Universe and the scale factor353

dependence of each component. The t-independent density of dark (vacuum)354

energy contrasts with the density of matter, proportional to a−3(t), and the355

energy density of radiation, proportional to a−4(t), both of which decrease as356

the Universe expands. As a result, dark energy influences the development of357

the Universe more and more as t increases.358

Variation of the total density with the scale factor a(t)359

We can now write an expression for the t-dependence of total density fromt-variation
of total density.

360

equations (9), (10), and (13),361

ρtot(t) =
ρmat, 0

a3(t)
+
ρrad, 0

a4(t)
+ ρΛ (14)

Divide through by the critical density at the present t, equation (6), to362

express the result as fractions of the present critical density, as in equation (7):363
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TABLE 15.1 Contents of the Universe. (Subscript 0 means now.)

Contents Consisting of Scale variation with t

Matter stars, gas, dark
matter, (neutrinos:
negligible)

ρmat, 0 a
−3(t)

Radiation photons, (earlier:
neutrinos)

ρrad, 0 a
−4(t)

Dark energy cosmological
constant?

ρΛ = constant

ρtot(t)

ρcrit, 0
=
ρmat, 0

ρcrit, 0
a−3(t) +

ρrad, 0

ρcrit, 0
a−4(t) +

ρΛ

ρcrit, 0
(15)

We want to plot equation (15) as a function of the scale factor a(t). To do364

this we need numerical values for the three fractional densities in thatFractional
densities Ω

365

equation. These fractional densities also define contributions to the total366

density parameter Ω defined in equation (7).367

In Section 15.7 we describe current observations that yield the368

approximate values:369

Ωmat, 0 ≡
ρmat, 0

ρcrit, 0
= 0.27± 0.03 (16)

ΩΛ, 0 ≡
ρΛ

ρcrit, 0
= 0.73± 0.03 (17)

In Query 9 you showed that currently on Earth the background radiation370

yields an energy density of approximately 5× 10−5 times the critical density.371

The assumption that neutrinos have zero mass and move with the speed of372

light would increase this by 68% implying373

Ωrad, 0 ≡
ρrad, 0

ρcrit, 0
≈ 8.4× 10−5 (18)

We know now that neutrinos are nonrelativistic—that is, with mass—so374

this is not the correct value; nonetheless, their contribution to the density375

today is so small that the error made in equation (18) by assuming massless376

neutrinos is negligible.377

Figure 1 plots equation (15) with numerical values given in equations (16)378

through (18). Because each of the individual quantities is proportional to aWe live between
matter domination
and vacuum energy
domination.

379

power of a(t), when one component dominates the total density, ρ versus a(t)380

is a straight line on the log-log graph. Figure 1 shows that the radiation381

contribution has little effect at present, but was dominant at early stages382

because of the multiplier a−4 in equation (15). For a while after the383

radiation-dominated era, matter had the greatest influence on the evolution of384
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Tot al

FIGURE 1 Total mass-energy density of the Universe (heavy line) in units of the present
critical value as a function of the expansion scale factor. The vertical dashed lines denote
transitions between the radiation-dominated early phase, the matter-dominated middle era, and
the vacuum-energy-dominated late stage of the Universe. (We assume here that dark energy
is vacuum energy.)

the Universe. But the influence of matter is also fading by now because of the385

multiplier a−3. The contribution of dark energy was negligible in the distant386

past but has an increasing effect at the present and later stages of expansion,387

because its density remains constant, while densities of matter and radiation388

decay away with the increase in a(t). If the data and assumptions behind389

Figure 1 are correct, we are at the beginning of the era dominated by dark390

energy.391

392

QUERY 3. Contributions to the Density393

A. Use equation (15) to find the approximate values of ρtot(t)/ρcrit, 0 at the following times:394

• at the end of the radiation-dominated era (that is, when radiation and matter make395

approximately equal contributions)396
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• at the end of the matter-dominated era (that is, when matter and dark energy make397

approximately equal contributions)398

• now on Earth399

• when a(t) = 102.400

Check that your results agree with the main curve (heavy line) in Figure 1.401

B. What additional information do you need in order to answer the question: How many billions of402

years ago did the radiation-dominated era end?403

404

Objection 2. It seems an odd coincidence that at the present405

moment—now in Figure 1—we are at the transition between the406

matter-dominated Universe and one shaped by vacuum energy. Is there a407

deep reason for this? Could life have developed on Earth at a different408

t-coordinate on the curves of Figure 1?409

Deep questions indeed, which we encourage you to pursue. We do not410

see how to answer these questions with the limited range of skills411

developed in this book. Also, we do not see how to move past speculation412

to scientific verification, mainly because we have only one Universe in413

which this “experiment” is taking place. We cannot (yet? ever?) do a414

statistical study that compares several or many Universes!415

15.4 UNIVERSES WITH DIFFERENT CURVATURES416

Effective potential for the Universe417

We can use the Friedmann equation (2), to analyze the development of418

alternative model Universes with different assumptions for the curvature K.419

To put the Friedmann equation in a more useful form, divide it through by H2
0420

and substitute for the critical density from equation (6):421 (
H

H0

)2

=

(
ȧ

H0a

)2

=
ρtot

ρcrit, 0
− K

H2
0a

2
(19)

where, remember, a dot over a symbol means its derivative with respect to t.422

Re-express equation (19) in terms of the components of Ωtot defined int-development
of the Universe

423

equations (8), (16), (17), and (18):424 (
H

H0

)2

≡
(

ȧ

H0 a

)2

= Ωmat, 0 a
−3 + Ωrad, 0 a

−4 + ΩΛ, 0 −
K

H2
0 a

2
(20)

For the present, t0, when a(t0) = 1, we can write equation (20) in the very425

simple form:426

1 = Ωmat, 0 + Ωrad, 0 + ΩΛ, 0 −
K

H2
0

(now, on Earth) (21)
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This equation allows us to determine the curvature parameter K from current427

measurements of Ωmat, 0, Ωrad, 0, and ΩΛ, 0. Compare it with equation (8).428

Current observations lead to the conclusion that, within measurement429

uncertainties of about 2% in Ωtot,0, the Universe is flat (K = 0), in agreement430

with equations (16) through (18).431

For any arbitrary t, we can arrange equation (20) to read:432

ȧ2 −H2
0

[
Ωmat, 0a

−1 + Ωrad, 0a
−2 + ΩΛ, 0a

2
]

= −K (22)

Compare equation (22) with the corresponding Newtonian expression433

derived from the conservation of energy for a particle moving in the x-direction434

subject to a potential V (x):435

ẋ2 +
2V (x)

m
=

2Etotal

m
(Newton) (23)

In the Newtonian case we can get a qualitative feel for the particle motion436

by plotting V (x) as a function of position and drawing a straight line at the437

value of Etotal. We use equation (22) for a similar purpose, to get a qualitative438

feel for the evolution of the Universe. Rewrite equation (22) as:439

ȧ2 + Veff(a) = −K (24)

Here the −K on the right takes the place of total energy, and Veff(a) is an440

effective potential given by the equation441

Veff(a) ≡ −H2
0

[
Ωmat, 0a

−1 + Ωrad, 0a
−2 + ΩΛ, 0a

2
]

(25)

Isn’t it remarkable that effective potentials appear when we analyze orbits of a442

stone (Chapter 9), trajectories of light (Chapter 12), and expansion of the443

Universe (present chapter)?444

We summarize here the assumptions on which equations (22), (24), and445

(25) are based.446

ASSUMPTIONS FOR THE DEPENDENCE OF ȧ ON a(t)447

1. The Universe is homogeneous (on average the same in all locations).Assumptions 448

2. The Universe is isotropic (on average the same as viewed in all449

directions).450

3. Dark energy is vacuum energy and therefore its density is constant,451

independent of a(t).452

4. Background assumptions: There are no other forms of mass-energy in453

the Universe; spacetime has four dimensions; general relativity is454

correct; the Standard Model of particle theory is correct, and so on.455

Figure 2 plots Veff/H
2
0 as a function of a(t), using the values of the456

densities given in equations (16), (17), and (18). For the range of a(t) plotted,457
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FIGURE 2 Effective potential governing the evolution of a(t) according to equations (24)
and (25). The “energy level” is set by Veff/H

2
0 = −K/H2

0 . The figure shows an example of a
closed Universe that expands endlessly. Our Universe has K = 0 to a good approximation and
will apparently expand without limit.

radiation has negligible effect. Figure 2 carries a lot of information about the“Effective potential”
for the Universe

458

history and alternative futures of the Universe according to different values of459

K. In the Newtonian analogy, an effective potential with a positive slope yields460

a force tending to slow down positive motion along the horizontal axis, while461

the portion of the effective potential with a negative slope yields a force462

tending to speed up positive motion along the horizontal axis. These two463

conditions occur, respectively, to the left and the right of the peak at464

a(t) ≈ 0.57. By analogy, then, a(t) decelerates to the left of a(t) ≈ 0.57 and465

accelerates to the right of a(t) ≈ 0.57. This acceleration is due to dark energy.466

(Caution: Cosmological models described in older textbooks, written before467

dark energy was shown to be significant in the observed expansion of the468

Universe—say, before 1999—effectively assume that ΩΛ, 0 = 0 so the expansion469

does not accelerate.)470

471

QUERY 4. The Friedmann-Robertson-Walker Universe472

Figure 2 enables us to deduce many things about the history of the Universe. Answer the following473

questions about the predictions of this model under the assumption that the Universe begins with a474

Big Bang. Make a reasonable assumption about the qualitative influence of radiation on Veff(a) for475

small a(t). 476
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1. True or false: The descending curve to the right of a(t) ≈ 0.57 says that the Universe is477

contracting after a(t) reaches this value.478

2. Can the Universe be closed and expand endlessly?479

3. Can the Universe be closed and recontract?480

4. Can the Universe be open and expand endlessly?481

5. Can the Universe be open and recontract?482

6. Can the Universe be flat and expand endlessly?483

7. Can the Universe be flat and recontract?484

8. Describe qualitatively the evolution of a flat Universe (K = 0). Be specific about the evolution485

of a(t) in the region to the right of the peak in the curve of Veff/H
2
0 .486

9. What point on the graph of Figure 2 corresponds to a value of K that would lead to a static487

Universe? How could the Universe arrive at this configuration starting from a Big Bang? Is this488

static configuration stable or unstable, and what are the physical meanings of the terms stable489

and unstable?490

491

15.5 SOLVING FOR THE SCALE FACTOR492

Integrating ȧ(t)493

Thus far we have stuffed all our ignorance about the time development of the494

Universe into the scale factor a(t), as given in equation (14) and plotted alongOur ignorance is
stuffed into a(t).

495

the horizontal axes in Figures 1 and 2. We need to determine how a(t) itself496

develops with time. To do this we integrate the Friedmann equation (2) as497

modified in equation (22). Using equations (8) and (21), rearrange (22) to read:498

da

dt
= H0[Ωmat, 0(a−1 − 1) + Ωrad, 0(a−2 − 1) + ΩΛ, 0(a2 − 1) + 1]1/2 (26)

By eliminating the curvature we have shown that the components of Ω0499

completely determine the expansion of the Universe—they are important! NowIntegrate da/dt. 500

invert this equation and derive an integral with the limits from now501

(a(t0) = 1) to any arbitrary a(t):502

t− t0 =
1

H0

∫ a

1

da′

[Ωmat, 0(a′−1 − 1) + Ωrad, 0(a′−2 − 1) + ΩΛ, 0(a′2 − 1) + 1]
1/2

(27)
Here a′ is the dummy variable of integration. We can integrate equation (27)503

numerically from the present t0 to either a future t (a > 1) or to an earlier t504

(a < 1). The Big Bang occurred when a = 0.505

In order to carry out the integration in (27), we need to put into the506

integral all of our t-variations of the Ω functions. Before doing this, however,507

we express the constituents of (27) in convenient units. Recall that the scale508

factor a(t) is unitless and is defined to have the value unity at present,509

equation (1). If we choose to express t in years, then the t-derivative ȧ(t) will510
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have the units years−1. Then, the current value of the Hubble constant H0 will511

also be expressed in the unit of years−1. This is a different unit than thosePresent value of
Hubble constant

512

conventional in the field. Recent observations yield the following approximate513

value for H0 in conventional units:514

H0 = 72± 3
kilometers/second

Megaparsec
(28)

515

QUERY 5. Hubble parameter H0 in years−1
516

Use conversion factors inside the front cover to convert the units of (28) to years−1.517

Verify that the resulting value is:518

H0 ≈ 7.37× 10−11 year−1 (29)
519

It is not a coincidence that the quantity H−1
0 = 1.36× 1010 years in520

equation (29) approximates the estimated age of the Universe: t0 ≈ 14 billion521

years. If a(t) represented a linear expansion, then we would have a = At for522

some constant A, and because a = a(t0) = 1 today, the age of the UniverseApproximate age
of the Universe:
t0 ≈ H−1

0

523

would be t0 = A−1. The Hubble constant is H0 ≡ ȧ(t0)/a(t0) = A. So, for the524

case of linear expansion, t0 = H−1
0 . Although the solution a(t) is not linear in525

our Universe, a(t0)/t0 is close to ȧ(t0) = H0 because the Universe has recently526

made the transition from deceleration to acceleration. Therefore the age of the527

Universe approximately equals the Hubble time H−1
0 .528

529

QUERY 6. Various kinds of Universes530

Integrate equation (27) in three simplifying cases, under the assumption that spacetime is flat (K = 0).531

A. Assume the Universe contains only matter and that Ωmat, 0 = 1. Find an expression for a(t) and532

the corresponding value of H0t0.533

B. Assume the Universe contains only radiation and that Ωrad, 0 = 1. Find an expression for a(t)534

and the corresponding value of H0t0.535

C. Assume that the Universe contains only dark energy and that536

ΩΛ, 0 = 1. Find an expression for a(t).537

D. Optional. Discuss the validity of your results for parts A, B, and C for t < t0 and in particular538

for t = 0. 539

540

Integrating equation (27) requires that we know the values of the541

components of the total density. Remember that the total density parameter542

Ωtot determines the curvature parameter according to equation (21). Therefore543

(27) has been integrated numerically for several cases, as shown in Figure 3.544

The model with dark energy present clearly undergoes accelerated expansion545

at late times.546
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FIGURE 3 Expansion scale factor a(t) versus t for three different models. The solid curve
is the favored model with Ωmat, 0 = 0.27 and ΩΛ,0 = 0.73. The two dotted curves show
alternative models with no dark energy, Ωmat, 0 = 1 and Ωrad, 0 = 1. Can you tell which is
which? The curves all have the same slope where they cross a = 1, because that slope is the
measured current value H0 of the Hubble constant, equations (28) and (29).

15.6 LOOK-BACK DISTANCE AS A FUNCTION OF REDSHIFT547

Where are earlier emitters now?548

Box 4 in Section 14.5 shows that the calculated look-back distance now to an549

object that emitted light at t and is observed by us now is (when expressed550

using the scale factor)551

d0(t) =

∫ t0

t

dt′

a(t′)
(look-back distance, now on Earth) (30)

where t′ is a dummy variable. We call d0 the look-back distance. In Box 4 in552

Section 14.4 we approximated a(t) ≈ H0t to deduce that d0 = 40+ billion light553

years for t = 0.7 billion years after the Big Bang as the t-coordinate of554

emission. We can now improve on this estimate, using our new understanding555

of a(t).556

Objection 3. Wait! With what observations do we verify the current557

look-back distance of 40+ billion light years to an object that emitted light558

0.7 billion years after the Big Bang?559
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We cannot verify the current look-back distance with observation. The560

speed of light is finite. Right now we see the emitting object as it was 0.7561

billion years after the Big Bang. We have no direct information about its562

condition since then. The 40+ billion light year present look-back distance563

is our projection under a set of assumptions about the motion of this564

emitter in the approximately 13 billion years since it emitted the light we565

see now.566

567

QUERY 7. Look-back distance d0 in terms of redshift z.568

Because astronomers measure redshift z, not t, we rewrite (30) using the relation between redshift and569

expansion, equation (28) of Section 14.4, which now becomes570

1 + z(t) =
1

a(t)
(31)

A. Differentiate both sides of (31) and use equation (2) to write H as a function of z:571

H(z) = −a(t)
dz

dt
(32)

B. Substitute the result into equation (30) and show that572

d0(z) =

∫ z

0

dz′

H(z′)
(33)

where z′ is a dummy variable of integration.573

574

Now we can numerically integrate equation (33) using the best-fit FRWLook-back d0

vs z
575

model. Figure 4 shows the calculated “look-back” (present) distance to a576

galaxy with observed redshift z.577

15.7 WHY IS THE RATE OF EXPANSION OF THE UNIVERSE INCREASING?578

Negative pressure pushes!579

Figure 3 displays changes in the scale factor a(t) of the Universe as a function580

of t. The slope of the curve at any point is the rate of expansion ȧ(t) then.581

Changes in the slope correspond to changes in this expansion rate. We can callAcceleration ä(t)
of scale factor a(t)

582

the rate of change of the expansion rate the acceleration of the scale factor,583

symbolized by a double dot: ä(t). Why does the Universe change its rate of584

expansion?585

For the matter-dominated era, one can understand that matter mutually586

attracts and “holds back” or “slows down” the expansion, as shown in theMatter-dominated
era: expansion
slows down.

587

left-hand portion of Figure 4. But the expansion in the dark-energy-dominated588

era clearly violates this explanation, since the rate of expansion increases589
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FIGURE 4 The present-day “look-back distance” d0 to objects at redshift z. As explained
in Box 4 in Section 14.4, in an expanding Universe an object that we see now (at its earlier
position) is at present much farther away from us in light-years than the age of the Universe in
years.

there. What is the physical reason for this increased expansion rate? This590

question is the subject of the present section.591

Begin with some basic thermodynamics. The first law of thermodynamics592

says that as the volume of a box of gas increases by dV , the energy of the gas593

inside it decreases by an amount PdV where P is the pressure of the gas, asThermodynamics 594

long as no heat flows into or out of the box. The energy change PdV goes into595

the work done by the gas due to its pressure acting on the outward-moving596

wall of the box. The energy of the gas is simply the volume that it occupies597

times its energy density. However, we measure energy in units of mass, so the598

energy density is just the mass density ρtot. Therefore we have599

d(ρtotV ) = −PtotdV (34)

It turns out that this relation holds whenever the volume of a gas changes,Expanding
gas cools.

600

regardless of the shape of the box. It even holds when there are no walls at all!601

It implies a general result: an expanding gas cools.602

In Query 8 you show that the second time derivative, the acceleration ä(t)603

of the scale factor, depends not only on the density ρtot but also on pressure.604

Pressure, along with total density, appears in Einstein’s field equations. Inä(t) depends
on pressure.

605

special relativity, pressure and energy density transform into each other under606

Lorentz transformations in a way analogous to (but not the same as) electric607

and magnetic fields. Energy density in one inertial frame implies pressure in608

another. Since the Einstein field equations are written to be valid in any609
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frame, pressure must make a contribution to gravity (spacetime curvature).610

Positive pressure has an attractive gravitational effect similar to positive611

energy density.612

The gravitational effect of pressure may seem paradoxical: the greater the613

positive pressure, the more negative the value of ä, the acceleration of the scale614

factor. We are used to watching pressure expand things like a bicycle tire. ThePositive pressure
slows expansion.

615

stretching surface of an expanding balloon is often used as an analogy to the616

expansion of our Universe. These images can carry the incorrect implication617

that positive pressure is what makes the Universe expand. A balloon is618

expanded by pressure differences: the pressure inside the balloon is higher619

than the pressure outside combined with the balloon surface tension. Pressure620

differences produce mechanical forces. By contrast, we are considering a621

homogeneous pressure, the same everywhere—there is no “outside” of the622

Universe for it to expand into. There is no mechanical force of pressure in this623

case, only a gravitational force.624

625

QUERY 8. Acceleration of the Scale Factor626

A. Divide the energy conservation equation (34) through by dt (in other words, consider the627

differential energy change in an increment dt) and apply it to a local volume V that has the628

current value V0 and expands (or possibly contracts) with the Universe according to the629

equation V = V0 a
3(t). Show that630

ρ̇tot = −3
ȧ

a
(ρtot + Ptot) (35)

B. Rewrite the Friedmann equation (2) as631

ȧ2 =
8π

3
ρtota

2 −K (36)

Take the t-derivative of both sides of (36) and substitute equation (35) to obtain the equation for the632

acceleration of the cosmic scale factor:633

ä

a
= −4π

3
(ρtot + 3Ptot) (37)

This equation predicts that for a positive total density and positive total pressure, the scale factor634

will decelerate with t.635

636

Here comes the big surprise. In Query 9 you show that dark energy leads637

to negative pressure. In contrast to positive pressure, negative pressure tendsNegative pressure
speeds up expansion.

638

to increase the rate of expansion of the Universe. Recent observations bring639

evidence that we live in a Universe whose rate of expansion is increasing, not640

decreasing as our model would predict if only matter and radiation were641

present. Now for the details.642
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643

QUERY 9. Pressure from Different Sources644

A. Solve equation (35) for Ptot and show that the result is:645

Ptot = − a

3ȧ
ρ̇tot − ρtot (38)

Equation (38) is linear in ρ̇tot and ρtot. Therefore we can apply it separately to the different646

components of which ρtot and Ptot are composed. In parts B through D below, apply equation647

(38) to each component of the density to find the individual pressures due to matter, dark648

energy, and radiation.649

B. Apply equation (38) to nonrelativistic matter for which ρmat(t) = ρmat, 0 a
−3(t). What is the650

pressure Pmat(t)?651

C. Apply equation (38) to dark energy for which ρΛ(t) = constant = ρΛ, 0. What is the pressure652

PΛ(t)? This surprising result leads to an unavoidable fate for the Universe.653

D. Finally, apply equation (38) to a gas of photons. Though we can neglect ρrad in describing how654

the Universe behaves today, Figure 1 shows that in the early Universe ρrad was larger than the655

corresponding matter term ρmat and could not be neglected. For radiation,656

ρrad(t) = ρrad, 0 a
−4(t). What is the pressure of radiation Prad(t)?657

E. Substitute your results of parts B through D into equation (37) to find an expression for ä as a658

function of a(t):659

ä = −4π

3
[ρmat, 0 a

−2 + 2ρrad, 0 a
−3 − 2ρΛ, 0 a] (39)

F. Assuming that ρrad, 0 is negligible, show that the condition for acceleration today (a = 1) is660

ΩΛ,0 >
1

2
Ωmat,0 (40)

661

The result of part C of Query 9 tells us that the pressure of the vacuum is662

negative, a result unfamiliar in elementary thermodynamics. However, it isNegative pressure?
OK.
Negative mass?
No.

663

perfectly physical—neither the energy density nor the pressure of the vacuum664

arise from physical particles. The vacuum has constant energy density665

produced by quantum fluctuations. Conservation of energy—represented by666

equation (35)—then implies that the pressure must be negative. Negative667

pressure—but not negative mass density—is physically allowed.668

Equation (39) gives a history of the changes in expansion rate since theHistory of
changes in
expansion

669

Big Bang. Early in the expansion, when the dimensionless scale factor a(t) was670

very small, the dominant term on the right side of (39) was due to radiation,671

because a−3 was large. As a(t) increased, the matter term, proportional to672

a−2, came to dominate. These radiation and matter terms in (39) resulted in673

negative acceleration of a(t), that is a decrease in the expansion rate ȧ. More674

recently, as a(t) approached its current value one, the negative dark energy675

term, proportional to a, has become more and more important. At the presentMATTER:
positive mass
and zero pressure

676
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age of the Universe, the net result is a positive value of the acceleration ä(t),677

that is an increase in the expansion rate ȧ(t).678

What is the physical reason for these changes in acceleration of the679

dimensionless scale factor a(t)? Simply that matter has mass and zeroRADIATION:
positive energy density
and positive pressure.

680

pressure, while radiation energy density and pressure are both positive. Both681

mass and positive pressure contribute to a deceleration of a(t), a decrease of682

ȧ(t), as seen in (39). In contrast, dark energy contributes positive mass but683

negative pressure. The same equation shows us that negative pressure of darkDARK ENERGY:
positive mass, but
negative pressure.

684

energy contributes to an acceleration of a(t), that is an increase in ȧ(t), an685

effect that dominates as a(t) becomes large.686

687

QUERY 10. Einstein’s Static Universe688

Einstein introduced the cosmological constant Λ to make the Universe static according to general689

relativity. This constant Λ is related to ρΛ by690

ρΛ =
Λ

8πG
(conventional units) (41)

To change to units of meters, use the usual shortcut, setting G = 1. Then691

ρΛ =
Λ

8π
(units of meters) (42)

Einstein’s model included only matter ρmat and the cosmological constant Λ.692

A. From (36), show that ȧ = 0 and a = 1 (Universe always has the same scale factor as now) imply693

K =
8π

3
(ρmat + ρΛ) (ȧ = 0) (43)

B. From (39), show that ä = 0 implies694

ρmat − 2ρΛ = 0 (ä = 0) (44)

C. Combine these to deduce that Einstein’s static Universe is closed, with spatial curvature695

K = Λ = 8πρΛ = 4πρmat (Einstein′s static Universe) (45)

D. From Figure 1 , show that Einstein’s model is unstable. That is, any slight displacement from696

the maximum leads to a runaway Universe that either expands or contracts.697

E. Suppose Λ < 0. Is a static Universe possible then?698

699

Now that we have a model for the t-development of the Universe, we need700

to validate the assumptions that went into it, namely the values of Ωmat,0 and701

ΩΛ,0 given in equations (16) and (17) along with the value of Ωrad,0 given in702

equation (18). For that validation we turn to observations.703

704
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15.8 CONTENTS OF THE UNIVERSE II: OBSERVATIONS705

Galaxy rotation and cosmic background radiation706

In this section we examine observational evidence for the quantitative amounts707

of the different components of our Universe: matter (visible baryonic plus dark708

matter), dark energy, radiation. This will allow us, in Section 15.10, to draw709

numerical conclusions about our Universe now and to use our present model to710

project these results into the past and future.711

Galaxy Rotation: Evidence for Dark Matter712

How do we know that dark matter exists around and within galaxies? TheEvidence for
dark matter.

713

most direct evidence comes from observing the orbits of stars or gas around a714

galaxy. Spiral galaxies are perfect for this exercise—their rotating disks715

contain neutral hydrogen gas that emits radiation with a rest wavelength of 21716

centimeters. If we see the galaxy edge on, then as gas orbits the galaxy it717

moves directly towards us on one side of the galaxy and directly away from us718

on the other side. We then use the Doppler effect to measure the speed of the719

gas as a function of its R-value from the center of the galaxy. The result is a720

rotation curve.721

Figure 5 shows the rotation curve of a nearby edge-on spiral galaxy. It is722

quite different from a graph of the orbital speeds of planets in the SolarGalaxy
rotation curve

723

System, which decrease with increasing R-value from the Sun according to724

Kepler’s Third Law. Spiral galaxies by contrast almost always have725

nearly-constant rotation curves at radii outside of their dense centers.726

Evidence for dark matter appears when we ask what one would expect the727

rotation curve to be if the gravitating mass were composed of only the728

observed stars and gas. Now think of the galaxy face-on, like a dinner plateSurface luminosity
density

729

held at arm’s length, with stars rotating in circular paths at R from the center730

of the disk. Optical measurements of spiral galaxies show that the surface731

luminosity density, Σ(R), varies exponentially from the center to the edge732

to a very good approximation:733

Σ(R) = Σ0 exp(−R/h) (46)

The surface luminosity density is defined as the total luminosity emitted along734

a column perpendicular to the galactic disk, taken to be the direction toward735

us. In this equation, sigma Σ (Greek capital S) in the function Σ(R) simply736

means “surface” and is not a summation sign. The constant Σ0 is surface737

luminosity density at the center of the galaxy. We assume that the galaxy is738

sparse enough so that light from the stars across the thickness of the disk739

simply adds in the direction toward us. Surface luminosity density has units of740

luminosity (typically watts or solar luminosities, LSun) per unit area (typically741

square meters or square parsecs).742

The form of equation (46) has two constants: Σ0, the central surface743

luminosity density, and h, the disk’s scale length. For NGC 3198 the744

approximate values for these parameters are745
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FIGURE 5 Upper plot: Rotation curve for spiral galaxy NGC 3198, from Begeman 1989,
Astronomy and Astrophysics, 223, 47. Filled dots: Points showing the shape of a rotation curve
if the attractive mass were concentrated at the center, for example in our solar system. The
vertical position of the filled-dot curve depends on the value of the central mass, but the shape
of the curve does not.

Σ0 = 100 LSun/parsec2 , h = 2.725 kiloparsec (47)

One solar luminosity (LSun) is the amount of power emitted by the sun in746

optical light. To get the luminosity dL emitted between radii R and R+ dR of747

the galactic disk, multiply by the area of the annulus: dL = Σ(R) 2πRdR. The748

total light emitted out to R follows immediately by integration.749

To predict the rotation curve arising from luminous matter we need to750

know how much mass there is, not how much light the stars emit. If theMass vs lumnosity 751

luminous matter in galaxies is mainly stars like the sun, then the light in solar752

luminosities, LSun, equals approximately the mass in solar masses, MSun. In753

other words, if the total light emitted from the center out to R is L(R), then754

the total luminous mass (stars and gas) is M(R) = ΥL(R) where capital755

Greek upsilon Υ is a factor called the mass-to-light ratio and whose units756

are solar mass per solar luminosity, that is MSun/LSun. If all stars in the757
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galaxy were identical to our sun, then Υ would have the value unity. However,758

not all stars have the same mass-to-light ratio. A reasonable range for spiral759

galaxies is 0.5 < Υ < 5.760

In Query 11 you apply these ingredients to show that NGC 3198 contains761

substantial amounts of dark matter. Make the following assumptions:762

1. To describe motion of stars, assume mass density of the galaxy is763

spherically symmetric, but a function of R. (The tangential speed of764

stars in the disk has approximately the same value regardless of whether765

the mass is distributed in a thin disk or in a more spherical halo.)766

2. Motion of stars in a galaxy can be described using Newtonian767

mechanics, including Newton’s result that total mass inside a768

spherically symmetric distribution leads to a gravitational force769

equivalent to the force due to that total mass concentrated at the770

center of the sphere.771

3. Stars in the galaxy move in circular orbits at a speed V that is a772

function of R.773

4. The surface mass density follows the same function as the surface774

luminosity density, implying that the mass enclosed in a sphere of R is775

M(R) = Υ

∫ R

0

Σ0e
−r/b 2πr dr (48)

In Query 11 you show that assumption 4 is incorrect; the galaxy776

contains more mass than that of its stars.777

778

QUERY 11. Dark Matter from a Rotation Curve779

With the following outline, combine Figure 5 with the surface luminosity density of equation (46), to780

show that the galaxy contains far more mass than can be accounted for by the stars.781

A. Set up the Newtonian equation of motion and use it to find an expression for the circular speed782

V as a function of R, in terms of the enclosed mass M(R)783

B. Carry out the integration in equation (48) and use it to obtain a prediction for V (R).784

Qualitatively describe the predicted V (R). Does it have a maximum value? Does it approach a785

nonzero constant as R→∞? If not, how does it behave for R� h, where b is in the integrand786

of (48)? Also, how does it behave for R� h?787

C. The observed rotation curve will exceed the predicted one if there is dark matter present, which788

is not accounted for by equation (48). Use Figure 5 and assume that the luminous matter789

predominates for R < 5 kpc, what is the maximum mass-to-light ratio Υ for the luminous790

matter in NGC 3198?791

D. From the results of the previous parts together with Figure 5, determine the ratio of total mass792

to luminous mass contained within 30 kpc from the center of NGC 3198.793

794
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Increasingly sophisticated measurements of dark matter in and around795

galaxies have led to a consensus range 0.2 < Ωmat,0 < 0.35.796

Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation797

The Universe is filled with a nearly uniform glow of microwaves called the798

cosmic microwave background (CMB) radiation. This radiation has a799

blackbody spectrum, whose intensity as a function of frequency f is given800

by the Planck law, discovered in 1900 by Max Planck:801

I(f) =
2hf3

c3
1

ehf/kBT − 1
(49)

Radiation that has this spectrum (this dependence on frequency) is802

produced by an opaque medium with temperature T . The microwave803

background radiation fits the Planck law stunningly well—the COsmic804

Background Explorer (COBE) satellite measured the spectrum to match the805

Planck Law to about 1 part in 104 in the early 1990s. Figure 6 shows the806

measured spectrum; the estimate of the best-fit temperature has increased by807

0.001 K to T0 = 2.725 K since this figure was made in 1998, where, remember808

T0 is the temperature now.809

At first glance, the microwave background radiation is absurd—the810

Universe is not opaque, and the matter that emitted the radiation was muchWhy blackbody
spectrum?

811

hotter than 3 degrees above absolute zero. However, the microwave812

background radiation is a messenger from the early Universe, and it has aged813

and become stretched out during the trip. Remarkably, the form of the Planck814

law—the shape of the function (49) for different temperatures—is preserved by815

the cosmic redshift (Section 14.4). As the Universe expands, the frequency of816

every light wave and the temperature of the radiation decrease in proportion817

to 1/a(t). In other words, at redshift z—defined in equation (27) of Section818

14.4—the radiation temperature was higher. Using equations (11) and (31), we819

find:820

T (z) = (1 + z)T0 (50)

This is an example of the way cosmologists use redshift as a proxy for821

increase in t since the Big Bang.822

Most of the gas filling the Universe is hydrogen. Neutral atomic hydrogen823

gas is transparent to microwaves, to infrared light, and to optical light—only824

when the photon energy becomes large enough to ionize hydrogen does the gasRedshift at
recombination.

825

become opaque. For the conditions prevailing in the Universe, hydrogen gas826

ionizes at a temperature comparable to that of the surface layer of cool stars,827

T ≈ 3000 K. Conclusion: the microwave background radiation was produced at828

a redshift z ≈ 3000/2.725 = 1100. We call the value of t at which this occurred829

the recombination time (even though it is the t-value at which electrons and830

protons first combined to make hydrogen).831

The age of the Universe at the t-value when hydrogen became transparent,832

tCMB, follows from a(tCMB) ≈ 2.725/3000. A rather complicated argumentOur earliest view
of the Universe.

833
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FIGURE 6 Spectrum of the cosmic microwave background radiation measured in the
1990s by the FIRAS instrument aboard the COBE satellite. (From the WMAP website.)

leads to the value tCMB ≈ 300 000 years. The CMB radiation gives us a picture834

of the Universe nearly 14 billion years ago. Currently this is our earliest view835

of the Universe; only neutrinos and gravitational waves could have penetrated836

the primordial plasma to bring us information from farther back toward the837

t-value of the Big Bang.838

Objection 4. This is hard to visualize. From where is the cosmic839

microwave background originating? From the direction of the center of the840

Universe? What direction is that?841

There is no unique center of the Universe; every observer has the842

impression of being at the center, as explained in Chapter 14. Looking843
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t - tR

30000

radiation

Receding "surface
of last scattering"

Plasma

Plasma

Plasma

Plasma

observer
Transparent space

FIGURE 7 Observer’s view of a non-expanding model Universe at t − tR, where tR is
the t-value, at which entire Universe becomes transparent to radiation. Looking outward, the
observer cannot receive a signal from the entire Universe, but will see radiation released earlier
from receding “surface of last scattering” a map distance t− tR away. In a static Universe, this
radiation would be at the recombination temperature of ≈ 30000 Kelvin, approximately that of
the surface of our Sun. However, in our expanding Universe (not pictured here), this radiation
has been down-shifted to a temperature of 2.7250 Kelvin, forming the cosmic microwave
background radiation.

outward in every direction, we see radiation from the receding surface of844

last scattering that has been down-shifted to a temperature of 2.7250
845

Kelvin, as illustrated in Figure 6.846

What do we see when we look at microwave radiation from the early847

Universe? The spectrum tells only part of the story. To see the rest, we can848

look at images of the sky in microwaves. The first sensitive all-sky maps of theCOBE satellite 849

microwave background radiation were made in the early 1990s by the COBE850

satellite. In 2001 a new microwave telescope called the Wilkinson Microwave851

Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) was launched into orbit. It has greatly refined our852

picture of the early Universe.853

Figure 8 shows an image of the microwave brightness around the sky made854

by WMAP. The Planck law is an excellent fit to the spectrum in a fixedWMAP satellite 855

direction of the sky; however, the temperature varies slightly in different856

directions. The temperature varies by a few parts in 105 from place to place in857

the early Universe. These fluctuations are, we believe, the seeds from which858

galaxies, stars, and all cosmic structures formed during the past 13 billion859

years.860

In this chapter we focus on the average properties of the Universe rather861

than the fluctuations. However, the map of fluctuations is also a treasure troveMap of fluctuations:
fingerprint of
early Universe

862
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FIGURE 8 An all-sky map of the cosmic microwave background radiation at high contrast
made by the WMAP satellite, with radiation from the nearby milky way stars removed. The oval
is a projection of the entire sky onto the page. The colors in the original are “false colors” that
indicate the temperature of the radiation ranging from T0 − 2 × 10−4 K (black) to T0 + 2 ×
10−4 K (red) where T0 is the average temperature. The early Universe had slight temperature
variations. (Image courtesy of the WMAP Science Team, from the WMAP website.)

of information about the cosmic parameters, because the pattern of863

fluctuations in the sky provides a kind of fingerprint of the early Universe. For864

example, Figure 8 shows that the fluctuations have a characteristic angular865

size of about one degree.866

The one degree scale has a direct physical significance and can be used to867

measure the curvature of the Universe. The fluctuations in temperature areFluctuations due
to sound waves.

868

due to sound waves in the hot gas of the early Universe: the Universe was869

filled with a super low frequency static created in the aftermath of the Big870

Bang. Sound waves compressed and rarefied the gas, changing its temperature.871

Sound waves oscillated in t but they also oscillated in amplitude at a given872

t-coordinate. The temperature fluctuations we see in the microwave873

background give a snapshot of the spatial variation of these sound waves 400874

000 years after the Big Bang!875

The one degree scale is a measure of how far those sound waves could876

travel from their creation at the big bang until t = 400 000 years, when they877

were revealed to us as fluctuations in the cosmic microwave background878

radiation. This gives us a standard ruler. IF we know the size of this standard879

ruler in meters and the distance the released radiation has since travelled toSound waves:
“standard ruler.”

880

reach our telescopes—AND we know the spatial geometry (open, closed, or881

flat)—THEN we can predict the angular size of the fluctuations. In practice,882

we measure the angular size and other quantities enabling us to determine883

accurately the standard ruler size and the distance travelled. This method is884
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called “baryon acoustic oscillations” (BAO). See Figure 8. The details are885

beyond the level of this book, but the result is not: The angular size886

measurement implies that the cosmic spatial curvature K is very small,887

consistent with zero. The spatial geometry of the Universe appears to be the888

simplest one possible: flat space. On the other hand, dark matter and dark889

energy curve spacetime in such a way that the cosmic expansion accelerates.890

What a strange Universe we live in!891

15.9 EXPANSION HISTORY FROM STANDARD CANDLES892

Finding t from redshift z893

Astronomers do not directly measure a(t). As discussed in Chapter 14, they894

measure redshift z and luminosity distance dL(z). The observable redshift isTo find t,
measure z.

895

used as a proxy for the unobservable cosmic t via equation (31). The goal here896

is to determine t from redshift z. From equations (31) and (32)897

dz

dt
= −(1 + z)H(z) (51)

where H is the Hubble parameter at t related to redshift z by equation (31).898

In an expanding Universe, (1 + z)H > 0, so redshift increases looking899

backwards in t. If astronomers could measure H(z) directly, we could integrate900

(51) to get t(z):901

t0 − t(z) =

∫ z

0

dz

(1 + z)H(z)
(52)

Unfortunately, H(z) is very difficult to measure directly. The luminosity902

distance dL is much easier, especially since the refinement of Type Ia903

supernovas as standard candles (Section 14.6). The relation between dL and z904

can be found starting from results of Chapter 14. Along a light ray (dτ = 0)905

coming from a distant supernova to our telescope, equation (17) of Chapter 14906

gives907

dt = −R(t)dχ (53)

which implies908

R(t0)χ = −R(t0)

∫ t

t0

dt′

R(t′)
(54)

= −
∫
tt0

dt′

a(t′)

Equation (44) of Section 14.6, with dA = dL/(1 + z)2 tells us that909

dL(z)

1 + z
= R(t0)S(χ) (55)
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where S(χ) is given by equations (18) to (20) of Section 14.3. Therefore, in a910

flat Universe (K = 0, implying S = χ),911

dL(z)

1 + z
= −

∫ t

t0

dt′

a(t′)
(flat Universe) (56)

Thus, if dL(z) is measured at many different redshifts, one can determine912

t(z) by differentiating (56) and re-integrating it again. Differentiating:913

d

dz

{
dL(z)

1 + z

}
= − 1

a(t)

dt

dz
= −(1 + z)

dt

dz
(flat Universe) (57)

then reintegrating:914

t0 − t(z) =

∫ z

0

[
d

dz

{
dL(z)

1 + z

}]
dz

1 + z
(flat Universe) (58)

which must be integrated numerically. More complicated formulas are required915

if K 6= 0, but the idea is similar. In practice, measurements are too imprecise916

to determine dL(z) with enough accuracy so that equation (58) can be usedAlternative model
universes

917

directly. Instead, astronomers construct different model918

Friedmann-Robertson-Walker universes by adopting choices for parameters919

Ωmat, 0 and ΩΛ, 0. They integrate equation (26) to get a(t), then substitute into920

(56) (or its generalization for a non-flat Universe) to predict dL(z).921

15.10 THE UNIVERSE NOW: THE OMEGA DIAGRAM922

Squeeze the Universe model from all sides.923

Observational data from supernovas and the microwave background radiation924

constrain the values of Ωmat,0 and ΩΛ,0. We have already seen that radiation925

contributes very little to the critical density today. The major contributors are926

thus matter (dark matter plus baryons) and dark energy, which we model as a927

cosmological constant.928

During recent years, our knowledge of the density parameter values has929

gone from shadowy outline to measurements of 10% accuracy. Figure 9930

illustrates our current knowledge about the key parameters based on931

observations of Type Ia supernovas (SNe), the cosmic microwave background932

radiation (CMB), and the Baryon Acoustic Oscillations (BAO). The933

microwave background data clearly show that the Universe is close to flat,934

perhaps exactly so. They also imply a nonzero dark energy contribution,935

especially when combined with the baryon acoustic oscillations. The latterSqueezing
the parameters

936

measurement is most sensitive to Ωmat,0 and indicates that there is too little937

matter to close the Universe. Microwave background and BAO data938

independently support the radical claim made by the supernova observers in939

1998 that the Universe is accelerating. We found out earlier that the expansion940

accelerates if ΩΛ,0 >
1
2Ωmat,0.941
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FIGURE 9 The Omega Diagram. Parameters Ωm and ΩΛ are called Ωmat, 0 and ΩΛ, 0

in this chapter. Relative amounts of matter and vacuum energy in the universe at present
corresponds to the relatively tiny region of intersection of three sets of measurements: Type Ia
supernovas (SNe), the cosmic microwave background radiation (CMB), and “baryon acoustic
oscillations” (BAO). Darkest regions represent a statistical 68% confidence level and the lighter
two represent statistical 95% and 99.78% confidence levels, respectively. The straight line
represents conditions for a flat Universe.

Figure 9 does not include all of the constraints on the Omegas. When they942

are applied, the result is equations (16) and (17). Future satellite missions943

should shrink the uncertainties in the Omegas to less than 0.01. Once they do,944

we may still be left with two outstanding mysteries: What are dark matter and945

dark energy?946

947

QUERY 12. No Big Bang?948

Are all points on the Omega diagram allowable? Some can be excluded because they have no hot dense949

phase. In other words some regions correspond to “No Big Bang.”950
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A. Consider a FRW Universe with Ωmat, 0 = 1 and ΩΛ, 0 = 3. Neglect radiation. What are951

Veff(a)/H2
0 and −K/H2

0 for this case?952

B. Sketch Veff(a)/H2
0 similar to Figure 2 for the parameters of part A. Show that the Universe has953

a turning point in the past, so that it could not start from a = 0 (the Big Bang) and get to954

a = 1 (today) in this model.955

C. Consider models with Ωmat, 0 = 0 and only dark energy with ΩΛ, 0 > 0. Show that these models956

also have a turning point at a > 0.957

D. Show that a given model cannot have a Big Bang if there exists a solution a = amin of the958

equation: 959

Veff(a) +K = 0 where 0 < amin < 1 (59)

E. Show that the Universe will recollapse if there exists a solution a = amax of (59) with amax > 1.960

961

15.11 FIRE OR ICE?962

You predict the fate of the Universe.963

Will the Universe end in fire or in ice? You choose the answer to this question:964

ANSWER 1: FIRE if the temperature T →∞ for large t-values. This965

requires a(t)→ 0 for large t-values in equation (11). This happened, in effect,966

at the Big Bang. It will happen again if the expansion reverses, leading to aFire or ice?
You predict.

967

Big Crunch, that is a→ 0 in the future (Part E of Query 11).968

ANSWER 2: ICE if the temperature T → 0 for large t-values, or a→∞ as969

t→∞. What does Figure 2 imply for this case?970

DECIDE: You are now an informed cosmologist. Choose one of Robert971

Frost’s alternatives in his poem that began this chapter: Will the Universe end972

in fire or in ice?973
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